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A
ah, pizza. Italy’s cheesy,
crusty gift to America al-
ready sets the standard for
the perfect food. Tuesday,

pizza made the president’s State of
the Union speech for doing something
else: setting a standard of fair wages. 

President Obama highlighted
Punch Pizza, a St. Paul, Minn., chain
that recently began paying its
300 workers starting wages of $10 an
hour — nearly $3 above the federal
minimum wage — not because it has
to, but because it sees the value.
“That’s a decision that has eased their
financial stress and boosted their
morale,” Obama said of Punch’s work-
ers, one of whom was in the audience
with the chain’s owner.

Some other companies like Costco
have hiked minimum wages of their
own free will, while some do it be-
cause it’s the law in the states where
they operate. Despite Obama’s call to
Congress a year ago to raise the fed-
eral minimum from $7.25 an hour, and
despite a bill co-sponsored by Iowa
Sen. Tom Harkin and California Rep.
George Miller to make it $10.10 by
2015, that hasn’t happened. And it’s
unlikely to in this Congress.

Obama on Tuesday offered a few
other approaches. He urged more
states to raise their minimum wages,
noting five had passed such laws
since his speech last year. He said he
will sign an executive order to re-
quire federal contractors to pay a
minimum of $10.10 an hour to their
employees. And he appealed to busi-
ness owners of their own accord to
recognize the value of paying work-
ers salaries they can actually live on.

“Join the rest of the country. Say
yes. Give America a raise,” Obama
exhorted.

It’s impressive that a relatively
small retail seller of a relatively
cheap meal would see fit to pass on

more of what it takes in to those who
produce it — even as hugely profit-
able large chains like McDonald’s and
Wal-Mart continue paying the mini-
mum. Punch announced the wage
hike after studying how businesses
like Costco and California’s In-N-Out
Burger do it. 

“As we continue to grow, we recog-
nize that only the most dedicated
employees will position us to compete
and maintain the highest quality food
and the best service in the market,”
owner John Soranno has said. The
company says it is investing nearly
$3 million over 10 years to increase
salaries. Entry-level kitchen workers
make $10, pizza chefs earn $12 to $15,
and managers get up to $100,000. 

Even at that, $10 an hour adds up
to less than $21,000 a year working
full time. And some of those workers
like Punch’s Nick Chute are univer-
sity graduates. An estimated 3.6 mil-
lion hourly workers in America work
minimum-wage jobs at rates that are
worth a fifth less than when Ronald
Reagan was president in the 1980s,
Obama said. 

Wal-Mart actually encourages its
workers to sign up for publicly sub-
sidized health care. McDonald’s’ re-
cent advice to its workers on how to
make ends meet would require them
to work nearly two full-time mini-
mum-wage jobs. 

Opponents of a minimum-wage
increase argue that consumer costs
would go up if companies had to pay

their workers more and that some
small businesses would be forced to
close. On the other hand, those work-
ers are also consumers who would
plow more money back into the econ-
omy. They wouldn’t need taxpayer
subsidies for food and health care. 

And why shouldn’t CEOs give up
some of their outsized bonuses to
facilitate that? A column in Forbes
magazine calls proposals to raise the
minimum wage a form of class war-
fare — “just an attempt by liberals to
punish a subset of business owners by
redistributing a share of their sup-
posed wealth to their employees,”
writes Jeffrey Dorfman. By what
reasonable standard is it appropriate
for Wal-Mart’s CEO to make $17.6 mil-
lion in total compensation each year
while Wal-Mart’s typical employee
makes $22,000?

This shouldn’t be a liberal vs.
conservative issue. Such severe in-
come inequality should be everyone’s
concern, if only because the proposed
increase would generate more than
$32 billion in new economic activity
and thereby lead to 140,000 new full-
time jobs, according to an Economic
Policy Institute estimate.

“We make about half our pizzas for
Republicans and half for Democrats,”
quipped Punch’s Soranno. “We’re not
political.” 

A minimum wage of at least $10
should be the law. But until it is, em-
ployers should take the initiative.
What about Iowa companies? Is there
a business that has voluntarily hiked
its minimum wage to $10 or more? 

Great as Punch Pizza may be, we
shouldn’t have to salute a company
from a neighboring state. Let’s hear
from Iowa employers who have taken
the same initiative, or better, to pay
workers a fair wage. Write to rbasu
@dmreg.com so you can be recog-
nized in a future column.

President Obama chats with Dora Martinez, a baker at a Costco store in Lanham, Md., the morning after his State of the Union
address on Tuesday. Costco is paying its workers above-minimum wages, a key subject in the president’s speech. ASSOCIATED PRESS
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DO THE RIGHT THING, BUSINESSES:

PAY FAIR WAGES

A
s complex as the world trading
system has become, it still
fundamentally relies on some-

thing as simple as trust — that na-
tions and people will be as good as
their word.

Most basically, it requires that
those who enter into mutually agreed
upon contracts will not violate those
contracts whenever they see it in
their short-term advantage to do so. 

Unfortunately, we are now faced
with more evidence that China has

yet to fully embrace
this concept.

The latest instance
of Chinese misbehav-
ior has to do with an
innovative new GMO
corn — called Viptera
— that was created to
withstand insect dev-
astation. It is so pop-
ular with farmers that
it now accounts for
some 10 percent of all
corn in the United
States, according to
media reports. I have
grower friends who
use it on their corn
acres.

As with all GMO
varieties, the trait
went through an ex-
haustive regulatory
process ensuring its
safety — both in the
United States and key
growing and grain-
importing countries
around the world —
and is now relied on

by farmers and consumers in the
European Union, Latin America and
Japan, as well as the U.S. For reasons
known only to the Chinese govern-
ment, however, it has so far been
unwilling to complete this trait’s re-
view.

Until recently, that fact had not
prevented the Chinese from import-
ing tens of thousands of tons of Vipte-
ra corn, which by the nature of the
distribution process is, practically
speaking, inseparable from other
corn. Suddenly in November, howev-
er, the Chinese started turning away
corn shipments in which the trait was
detected.

Many have speculated on the rea-
sons behind this latest Chinese action.
But the simplest explanation is prob-
ably the best: China simply wants out
of the corn contracts it signed when
the price of corn was higher than it is
today.

This year’s bumper harvests mean
that global prices have already
dropped by some 40 percent. Mean-
while, the Chinese appetite for im-
ported corn continues to grow, from
5.23 million tons last year to an ex-
pected 7 million in 2013-14.

One thing is for certain: The issue
is not GMOs or supposed concerns
about their safety. Almost all the corn
China imports from the U.S. is geneti-
cally modified in one way or another,
and even while turning away ships
with U.S. corn, China continues to
accept shipments with the Viptera
trait from Argentina.

U.S. Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack traveled to China in Decem-
ber in order to suggest to the Chinese
that they fix their regulatory approv-
al process, which doesn’t even begin
until a producing country has fin-
ished its own. As part of that, he dis-
cussed a pilot project between our
two nations in which the Chinese
would start their regulatory review
“in synchrony” with the U.S., so the
entire world wouldn’t have to wait an
extra two years — which is how long
it takes in the best of circumstances
— to bring innovative new traits to
market.

The bigger issue is one that Secre-
tary Vilsack could probably only hint
at: It’s time for the Chinese to start
acting responsibly on the world stage.
China enjoys a huge trade surplus
with the United States, and it should
respect the fact that fair trade goes
both ways.

China’s actions create huge un-
certainties and costs in our global
trading system and threaten to un-
dermine the kind of technological
innovation in agriculture that will
allow us to feed a growing, calorie-
hungry world population — much of
which happens to reside in China.

The ultimate message should be
this: that innovation must go forward,
regardless. Western growers and
technology innovators can’t allow the
bad actions of one nation to hold back
progress for the rest of the world.
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In his Dec. 4 oration on income in-
equality and in his State of the Union
address Tuesday, President Barack
Obama proclaimed his commitment to
fairness and equal opportunity. In the
former address, he called inequality
“the defining challenge of our time”; in
the latter, he vowed to use executive
action to meet it. So we hope Obama
will call Congress and tell them he’s
preparing his veto pen for the farm
bill. It is only a slight exaggeration to
say that this legislative grotesquerie
gives to the rich and takes from the
poor.

Tipping the financial scales at $956
billion over 10 years, the hideously
complex bill is supposedly a compro-
mise that reforms crop subsidy pro-
grams. To be sure, it eliminates a pro-
gram that gave billions each year in
“direct payments” to farmers regard-
less of individual need or economic
conditions and it incentivizes participa-
tion in soil conservation programs.

But what the bill takes from the ag
lobby with one hand, it largely gives
back with the other. Of $40.8 billion in
projected savings (over 10 years) from
eliminating direct payments, the bill

restores $27.2 billion via enhanced
crop insurance subsidies and a new
program that “insures” against ad-
verse price movements.

Supposedly necessary to secure
the nation’s food supply at a time of
record farm income and epidemic
obesity, this federal largesse flows
almost regardless of how much mon-
ey its recipients already have. People
making up to $900,000 per year in
adjusted gross income can qualify for
payments. 

The total commodity-program take
for an individual “actively engaged”
in farming is capped at $125,000 — or
2½ times the national median house-
hold income. But this limit is mostly
phony. “Actively engaged” has ap-
plied to many an absentee investor in
the past; Congress did not deign to
refine this criterion. It asked Agricul-
ture Secretary Tom Vilsack to do so
through the regulatory process,
which farm interests hugely influ-
ence.

Meanwhile, the bill cuts $8.5 billion
over 10 years from the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
for the poor. Considered in isolation,

this trim is both modest and justified.
It closes a loophole that enabled
states to award extra benefits by
fiddling with recipients’ household
budget data. But attached to so much
corporate welfare, it’s hard to swal-
low, especially when that corporate
welfare isn’t rigorously means-tested.

The bill’s total projected savings of
$16.6 billion over a decade are paltry
compared with the $38 billion Obama
called for in his fiscal 2014 budget —
and two-thirds of this projected def-
icit reduction won’t occur until after
2019, according to the Congressional
Budget Office. The SNAP cut, based
on a locked-in rule change, is the one
spending reduction in the bill most
certain to occur. The CBO necessarily
bases its cost estimates for the sub-
sidy programs on economic variables
and assumptions that may not materi-
alize in the “out-years.”

Exhausted by two years of trench
warfare by farm lobbies, lawmakers
are desperate to pass this turkey and
move on. Obama can put them out of
their misery by signing it — or stand
up for his principles by vetoing it.

— Washington Post

This turkey of a farm bill deserves a veto 
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